Background. Although the POSSUM (Physiological and Operative Severity Score for the enumeration of Mortality and Morbidity) score can be used to calculate operative risk, its complexity makes its use unfeasible in the immediate clinical setting. The aim of this study was to create a new model, based on ASA status, to predict mortality.
of the shortcomings of the original POSSUM scoring system. These models are very widely used for the prediction of postoperative mortality, and probably represent the standard that any new and improved modelling process would hope to supersede. Finally, the discriminative ability of the new model was compared with the ASA score alone.
Patients and methods
The development data set of the model was collected between October 1998 and April 1999. Data were collected from all patients, with no age limits imposed, who underwent any type of elective or emergency surgical procedure in two different hospitals. 5 Patients having cardiac surgery or Caesarean delivery were excluded. Before surgery, the following data were recorded for each patient: age, sex, the presence of cardiocirculatory and=or lung disease, renal failure, diabetes mellitus, hepatic disease, cancer, Glasgow coma score, ASA grade, 6 surgical diagnosis, severity of the proposed procedure, and type of surgery (elective, urgent or emergent). For the determination of surgical severity, the Johns Hopkins criteria 7 were modified to simplify the new model from the five original levels to three: levels 1 and 2 were combined to form grade 1 (representing minor surgery); level 3 became grade 2 (moderate surgery); and levels 4 and 5 became grade 3 (major surgery) ( Table 1) . Preoperative and intraoperative data were also collected to calculate the POSSUM and P-POSSUM scores. The ASA grading was performed separately by two anaesthetists, at least one of whom was a consultant; any disagreement was resolved by a senior anaesthetist. Finally, the duration of surgery and the occurrence of postoperative complications were recorded. The patient's postoperative course was followed until discharge from hospital. Death or survival at hospital discharge was the outcome variable defined for the model.
Univariate analyses of the preoperative comorbidities were conducted using the x 2 test or Fisher's exact test as appropriate. The odds ratios for the association between each variable and perioperative death were calculated.
To develop the new model, only preoperative variables were used. The model was produced using forward stepwise logistic regression (1990 BMDP Statistical Software Inc., Cork, Ireland, running under DOS and 
Windows
TM platforms). The logistic regression model is explained in the Appendix.
The validation data set was recorded from January to April 2002 of 1849 consecutive patients in the same two hospitals. The operative risk was calculated both for the new model and for POSSUM and P-POSSUM scores. The HosmerLemeshow goodness-of-fit test was used for calibration, comparing the expected and observed numbers of deaths by risk group, and the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was measured for discrimination. Pairwise comparisons of ROC curves from the new model, POSSUM and P-POSSUM were performed (MedCalc 7.1; Medcalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium). In the validation data set, results from the new model were compared with ASA status alone for discrimination by pairwise comparison of ROC curves. Table 2 shows characteristics of the two data sets and Table 3 the type of surgery performed in the development data set.
Results
From univariate analysis, the variables which were significantly correlated with death were anaemia, heart failure [New York Heart Association (NYHA) III-IV] and previous myocardial infarction (Table 4) .
Using multivariate logistic regression analysis, the variables that were significantly correlated with death, and therefore included in the model, were age, ASA grade, mode of surgery and severity of surgery (Table 5 ). Tests for linearity performed for ASA grade and age suggested they could be considered continuous variables (see Appendix), and increments were of 1 yr for age and 1 class for ASA. The coefficients for the categorical variables severity and mode are calculated from the design variables (1) and (2) (see Appendix). No case was lost as a result of missing values.
No other variable was independently significantly correlated with death, using logistic regression analysis. The resulting model was well calibrated using the Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test (x 2 =9.1219, P=0.5257). The area under the ROC curve was 0.881 (SE 0.025, CI 0.833-0.930), indicating that this new model has good discriminative ability.
The validation data set comprised 1849 patients ( Table 2 ). The new model applied to this data set was also well calibrated using the Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit Grade 1  756  2  850  8  Grade 2  778  18  577  13  Grade 3  402  13  422  15  Mode  Elective  1833  28  1772  12  Urgency  62  2  62  18  Emergency  41  3  15  6  ASA I  859  2  781  3  ASA II  738  9  711  10  ASA III  318  19  290  9  ASA IV  21  3  67 14 Model for predicting operative risk test (x 2 =6.8017, P=0. 7440). In this data set the POSSUM score showed poor calibration (x 2 =31.8147, P=0.0004). Better calibration was seen for the P-POSSUM score, although this was still inferior to our new model (x 2 =14.4643, P=0.1528). The discriminatory ability of the POSSUM score, the P-POSSUM score and the new model were assessed using ROC curves (Fig. 1) Between the POSSUM and P-POSSUM scores, the difference between areas was 0.004 (SE 0.005, CI À0.008-0.016, P=0.549).
As the ASA grade was such a highly significant predictor variable within the new model, we generated a further logistic regression model using ASA grade as the only predictor variable. An ROC curve derived from ASA grade model was constructed and compared with the ROC curve from the new model. The area under the ROC curve for ASA status gave an area of 0.810 (SE 0.044, CI 0.792-0.828). The difference between areas (new model vs ASA) was 0.077 (SE 0.034, CI 0.012-0.143, P=0.021).
The operative risk was calculated for different age groups on the basis of ASA class and the type of surgery (elective or emergency) for both major (Table 6A ) and moderate to minor surgery (Table 6B ). The risk was calculated on the median and range (minimum -maximum) of values for each age group. These tables are provided in order to overcome what would otherwise be the considerable challenge of performing a calculation based on a logistic regression equation at the patient's bedside.
Discussion
We have developed and validated a new model to predict the operative risk of death. This model is more feasible to apply at the bedside than the POSSUM score. It displays good calibration when examined using the HosmerLemeshow test, but this did not translate into improved discrimination when the ROC curve for the new model was compared with ROC curves generated using the POSSUM and P-POSSUM scores. However, the advantage of this new model is that it can be applied preoperatively and does not require the use of intraoperative data. In any case, for widespread use, a new validation data set from different hospitals would be required. In our hospital a new clinical information system (DEIO; Datex, Helsinki, Finland) has been acquired, into which the equation of the new model has been inserted. This allows operative risk to be calculated automatically during the preoperative anaesthetic assessment. This new model will be useful as an internal quality assessment, allowing annual comparisons of observed vs predicted mortality of our surgical patients.
Many studies have been published recommending a variety of scores. [1] [2] [3] The perfect index would be one that is easy and quick to use, adoptable by all hospitals, and able to predict the operative risk in all surgical patients, whether elective or urgent=emergent. The Goldman Cardiac Risk Index introduced by Goldman and colleagues in 1977 8 agrees in part with these requirements. It is applicable to all types of surgical operation but it only calculates the risk of onset of cardiovascular complications. Other authors have also analysed cardiovascular risk for both elective and emergency surgery. 9 10 Chung and colleagues proposed a predictive model on the basis of pre-existing medical conditions, but this model is only applicable in day-case surgery.
11 POSSUM (and the derived P-POSSUM) is a good model as it can be used in all types of surgery, both elective and emergency. P-POSSUM (and POSSUM) has been used for many purposes: to compare mortality rates after surgery between patients in the USA and UK, 12 to assess outcome after laparoscopic colectomy 13 or after surgery for colorectal cancer 14 and to predict mortality in infrarenal abdominal aortic aneurysm repair. 15 However, as its use requires intra-and postoperative data it is neither simple nor rapid. Moreover, for its complete calculation blood samples and physiological measurements are necessary. However, its greatest limitation as a prognostic score is its applicability only after the surgical procedure. It cannot be used preoperatively, when the patient (and surgeon) should ideally be aware of the operative risk. In agreement with the literature, we found in our study an overestimation of the operative risk for POSSUM that is more important in the lower deciles. Whiteley and colleagues reviewed the POSSUM model, changing the coefficients, and made similar criticisms. 16 The lowest physiological and operative scores are 12 and 6 respectively; when applied to the POSSUM mortality predictor equation this gives a minimum risk of death of 1.1%. This is far too high, given that it represents the fittest individual undergoing the least intricate surgery. Previously published series of fit people undergoing uncomplicated hernia repair suggest that mortality rates are less than 0.001%. 17 With regard to variables and their strength of prediction of risk, there are ample candidates to be included in a prognostic model. Some relate to the patient and some to the surgical procedure. Age is a significant patient factor and thus enters the model. Indeed, it significantly increases the accuracy of prediction (P=0.0228). This agrees with most of the published literature, which considers age to be an important factor for increased mortality risk. 18 19 However, it is important to note that it is not age per se but the deterioration of organ function that occurs with age. 18 The odds ratio of 1.03 found in our study is consistent with the study by Wolters and colleagues, 20 who reported an odds ratio of 1.0105 per year of life increment.
The variable best correlated with an increase in operative risk was the physical condition of the subject as represented by the ASA grade, with an odds ratio of 2.97. It is important to note that it not only significantly increases the accuracy of prediction (P<0.0001), but after it entered the model all other preoperative risk factors, such as heart and lung disease and renal failure, were not included in the model as they were independently not significant. Since 1941, 21 and with some subsequent modifications, 6 the ASA grading has been the most important instrument for assessing the patient's baseline health status. It has also been applied with other variables to predict postoperative complications. 20 Wolters and colleagues examined the strength of association between ASA grade and perioperative risk factors and postoperative outcome, with both univariate analysis and logistic regression. 20 They found that intraoperative blood loss, duration of postoperative ventilation, duration of intensive care stay, rates of pulmonary and cardiac complications, and in-hospital mortality showed significant increases as ASA status advanced from I to IV. In contrast to our present study, their study did not intend to build a mathematical model to predict mortality and=or postoperative complications. However, their results demonstrated not only the association between ASA status and postoperative outcome, but also the great value of this type of statistical analysis in the improvement of patient therapy.
The importance of the type of surgery has been emphasized previously. 22 23 Elective surgery and minor severity surgery reduce operative risk as the greater effect on poor outcome is attributable to emergency and=or high-severity surgery. A patient in poor physical condition who needs emergency surgery may perhaps benefit from a reduction in severity of the surgery, or deferring major surgery until their state Model for predicting operative risk of health has been optimized. 24 Thus, our new model, which includes the mode and severity of surgery, improved on the discriminatory ability of the ASA grade alone.
In conclusion, this new model can be helpful for both surgeons and anaesthetists in daily practice, providing them with a true idea of the operative risk of death of the surgical patient. It will also be useful as an internal quality assessment. The next step will be to include postoperative complications in this model in order to have a more complete score for evaluating surgical patient outcome. 
